SMART Podium™ interactive pen display

Whether you’re presenting to a group in a large meeting room or collaborating with colleagues from their home offices, the SMART Podium display makes the experience interactive and engaging. You can interact with digital content and write on the pen display’s surface whilst projecting the content onto a large screen or SMART Board® interactive display.

Widescreen display
A 16:9 widescreen resolution and flexible scaling options enable you to display and manipulate high-definition visuals.

Illuminated console buttons
Access common functions, such as the eraser and mouse, open SMART Meeting Pro™ software and launch the On-Screen Keyboard. The buttons light up in low light for easy viewing.

High-speed USB 2.0 ports
Easily connect multimedia devices to the three accessible ports.

Elegant, user-friendly design
The sleek profile and slim bezel complement any workspace. You can conveniently control your computer from the display and comfortably write over any application with the battery-free tethered pen. And the smooth tilt stand allows you to adjust the position of the pen display so that it’s easier for you to make notes.

SMART Meeting Pro™ 4.0 software (included)
This powerful software enables you to collaborate in the 4th dimension by interacting with digital content. You can also work in the Unbound Workspace, a virtually unlimited collaboration space that makes it easy to interact with large amounts of visual data without getting lost.
**Premium interaction**

- Smooth and natural interaction with digital content
- Intuitive and precise touch experience
- Stunning visual display

**Active, remote participation**

- Our distance conferencing solution enables remote attendees to become active participants
- Write over documents in digital ink
- Remote and local participants can share screens and contribute ideas

---

**Key Features**

**Elegant, user-friendly design**
The sleek profile and slim bezel complements any workspace. Convenitently control your computer from the SMART Podium and comfortably write over any application with the battery-free tethered pen. And the smooth tilt stand allows you to adjust the position of the pen display so that it’s easier to make notes.

**Illuminated console buttons**
Access the right-click button, select pen colours and the eraser, or launch the On-Screen Keyboard, Screen Capture tool or SMART Meeting Pro software. The buttons are illuminated for use in dimly lit rooms. They are also preconfigured but can be programmed to suit the shortcuts you use most.

**SMART Meeting Pro 4.0 software (included)**
This productivity and collaboration software enables you to collaborate in the 4th dimension by working in the Unbound Workspace to create, share and interact with content.

**Integration with Microsoft PowerPoint presenter view**
Maintain a private view of your presentation material, including all slides and speaking notes, whilst controlling what your audience sees on the screen or interactive whiteboard or flat panel. Use the controls on SMART Podium to switch ink colours, move back and forth between slides and write speaking notes as you present.

**HDCP compliant**
SMART Podium is high-bandwidth digital content protection (HDCP) compliant, which ensures that HDCP-encrypted content can be displayed.
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**Authorised reseller:**

SMART Technologies
Freephone +1 866 518 6791 (US/Canada)
or +1 403 228 5940
smarttech.com
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